Adult Nonfiction e-books
Gardening Basics For Dummies by Steven A. Frowine
Square Foot Gardening with Kids by Mel Bartholomew
Kids' Container Gardening: Year-Round Projects for Inside and Out by Cindy Krezel & Bruce Curtis
All New Square Foot Gardening: The Revolutionary Way to Grow More In Less Space by Mel Bartholomew
Gardening for Butterflies: How You Can Attract and Protect Beautiful, Beneficial Insects by The Xerces Society
Gardening Complete: How to Best Grow Vegetables, Flowers, and Other Outdoor Plants by various authors
The Kitchen Herb Garden: Growing and Preparing Essential Herbs by Rosalind Creasy
Fairy Gardening 101 by Fiona McDonald

Biography - Memoir
The $64 Tomato: How One Man Nearly Lost His Sanity, Spent a Fortune, and Endured an Existential Crisis in the Quest by William Alexander
Beatrix Potter's Gardening Life: The Plants and Places That Inspired the Classic Children's Tales by Marta McDowell

Audio - Nonfiction
The Botany of Desire: A Plant's-Eye View of the World by Michael Pollan
Rose Gardening: A Beginners Starters Guide to Growing Roses by Nancy Ross
Container Gardening: Container Gardening For Beginners by by Nancy Ross
The Pleasures of the Garden by Christina Hardyment

Documentaries - TV Series
The Gardener, Documentary
Perfect Compost: A Master Class with Peter Proctor Documentary
The Queen's Garden, Documentary
Saving the Life Keepers, Documentary
Green Force, Seasons 1-3, TV Series
Portrait of a Garden, Documentary

Childrens Materials
The Secret Garden, Movie
The Secret Garden, Audiobook
Over the Garden Wall, by Pat McHale, Graphic series
Plants Vs. Zombies by Paul Tobin, Graphic series
My Garden by Kevin Henkes, E-book & Audio
We Are the Gardeners by Joanna Gaines and Kids, E-book & Audio
Fairy Garden Design by Alix Wood

Adult Fiction - Ebooks
The Language of Flowers by Vanessa Diffenbaugh
Garden Spells by Sarah Addison Allen
The Red Garden by Alice Hoffman
The Garden Party by Grace Dane Mazur
In the Heart of the Garden by Leah Fleming
The Unfinished Garden by Barbara Claypole White

Adult Fiction - Audio
In the Heart of the Garden by Leah Fleming
The Unfinished Garden by Barbara Claypole White
The Red Garden by Alice Hoffman
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